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Abstract
Big data epidemiology facilitates pandemic response by providing data-driven insights by utilizing big data tools that differ from traditional
methods. Aspects regarding ‘garbage in, garbage out’, such as insufficient data, inaccessibility of data, missing data, uncertainty in handling
data and bias in analysis or common findings are addressable by combining techniques across disciplines.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has
pushed infectious disease epidemiology and disease model-
ing to the forefront of the general public’s consciousness
due to its profound impact, necessitating cultural changes
steeped in focus on location and safety, such as universal
masking, vaccination and social distancing. The COVID-19
pandemic has resulted in a rapidly increasing volume of avail-
able, digitized, global data fueling an increased pervasiveness
of data-driven decision-making. These perspectives include
(i) an epidemiologic perspective that reflects the basic yet
essential descriptive information of the 4Ws: ‘What (virus),
Who (person), Where (transmission location), and When
(time)’, (ii) an informatics perspective that often focuses on
the logistics of data capture, and (iii) a methodological per-
spective focused on study designs and analytical techniques.
Historically, asking the right question(s) in the early stages of
descriptive epidemiological studies was necessary when fol-
lowing a hypothetical purpose-driven paradigm. With the
spread of COVID-19 around the globe, adopting a data-
driven paradigmmay help internalize and coalesce knowledge
at the speed at which new COVID-19 data are becoming glob-
ally available and at which relevant research studies are being
published. For example, population-level thinking starts for a
change. Population-level thinking combined with spatiotem-
poral data analysis methods has great potential to transform
the fields of big data and epidemiology, respectively. By com-
bining population-level thinking with spatial and temporal
scales, researchers rethink a spatiotemporal range following
data as it crosses borders [1] and reclassify population to

find appropriate classes for certain known (or unknown) rules
among many real-world objects. However, the sudden rise of
big data in the public health sphere might lead to an increase
in misconceptions and misunderstandings due to its novel use.
Among them, ‘garbage in, garbage out’ representing big data
epidemiological studies is particularly prominent.

In the Dictionary of Epidemiology [2], epidemiological
methods’ role is in reducing negative ‘… health-related events,
states, and processes’ in a population. Data used for obser-
vational epidemiological research and public health purposes
generally fit one of six descriptions: (i) specifically designed
surveys and questionnaires, (ii) administratively collected clin-
ical records (clinical trials and clinical practice), (iii) measures
of participants’ genomic or metabolomic biology, (iv) par-
ticipant measurements captured automatically by a medical
device, (v) measures of participant geospatial context as envi-
ronmental representations, and (vi) measures compiled from
the Internet such as from social media postings. These six
data categories are theoretically sufficient for epidemiological
studies, such as surveillance of infectious disease outbreaks,
contact tracing, and the development of diagnostic tests and
therapeutics.

Big data are first and foremost technical terminologies built
around the notion of the 5Vs: volume, velocity, variety, verac-
ity and value. It is superficial to argue merely about the
size of the data as being big; but what makes COVID-19
unique among emerging infectious diseases is the scope and
velocity of newly available data, for which many traditional
epidemiological methods lack timeliness and scalability to
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handle. Our prior research suggests that the field of epidemi-
ology has been approximately 5–8 years behind in adopting
emerging techniques proposed in the data science literature
[3]. The adoption of these data techniques for public health
research may be appropriate. A more complete picture of big
data is that it is composed of three critical elements: ‘data,
technology, and application [4]’, which all work toward aug-
menting the decision-making of public health professionals by
following data as it crosses borders [5].

The fields of big data and epidemiology share a common
thread of rigorous analysis of quantitative data but bring dif-
ferent perspectives and tools to solve complex public health
problems [6]. Implementing big data effectively is an art.
A big data epidemiological study may be poorly conceived if
it lacks necessary creativity; for example, pursuing too pre-
cise of a model but ignoring necessary abstraction. Advanced
knowledge in study design, measurement and casual infer-
ence are part of the identity of an epidemiologist; biostatis-
ticians have unique tools and theories appropriate for smaller
datasets; data scientists have unique tools for analyzing high-
dimensional data; and informaticians have the skills needed to
communicate across these fields and understand what tech-
niques from each discipline are necessary for a particular
study [7]. Data source selection checked by collaboration and
cross-training is one way to avoid ‘garbage in’; for exam-
ple, two retracted COVID-19 studies from the Lancet [8] and
N. Engl. J. Med. [9], as the data could not be audited. Other
aspects regarding ‘garbage in, garbage out’, such as insuffi-
cient data, inaccessibility of data, missing data, uncertainty
in handling data and bias in analysis or common findings are
addressable by combining techniques across disciplines.

Big data represent valuable and increasingly necessary tools
to facilitate effective local responses to pandemics, rather than
the curse of ‘garbage in, garbage out’. Only with full avail-
ability and use of such approaches will the future of big data
epidemiological research be genuinely sustainable.
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